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Abstract 
 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in Energy Building Design at the 
International Hellenic University. The subject of study is the energy upgrade of 
representative public office buildings. The legislative framework is also addressed 
concerning the requirements for the public sector’s buildings and the impact on the 
refurbishment measures and the funding schemes. The dissertation focuses on the 
analysis of the Hellenic office building stock and proceeds with its categorization in 
seven classes based on the period of construction. Subsequently, the dissertation 
develops a four-step methodology based upon the building classification, which aims at 
examining an optimal package of retrofitting measures that is suitable for each building 
class and climatic zone and also generalizing the results by obtaining conclusions and 
developing policies for the whole building class and climatic zone. To achieve that, a 
virtual building model is developed as representative for each building class. Therefore, 
the study implements the methodology by focusing on one building class (class D) and 
one climatic zone (zone B). The examination of the building model’s existing energy 
performance and the refurbishment measures applied are simulated in the TEE 
KENAK. After the simulation, the results shows that the renovation package achieves 
energy savings up to 75.8% and the cost per floor area is 183.41€/m2 for 367.2kWh/m2 
savings. Finally, by generalizing the results, conclusions are obtained if the renovation 
package is implemented in a larger-scale retrofitting.  
At this point, I would like to thank my supervisor, Dr. Ifigeneia Theodoridou for her 
valuable support, since she helped me go through this dissertation with her guidance 
and advices. I would also like to thank colleagues, my friends and my family for their 
assistance and support.   
 
 
 
Tsiaousi Aikaterini 
02/01/2020 
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1. Introduction  
 
1.1 Problem definition  
 
In Greece, non-residential buildings hold a minor share of the building stock 
considering that the residential buildings account for the great percentage of 83% [1]. 
According to the 2011 Buildings Census, office buildings grouped with commercial 
buildings account for the 4.1% of the Greek building stock [2]. As for the public 
buildings, the REPUBLIC_Zeb project undertaken in 2014-2016 and funded by the 
European Commission, deals with the refurbishment of the public building stock in 
European countries and presents useful statistics. Especially for Greece, it displays that 
public office and administration buildings are 15,682 in total [3]. What is more, the 
majority of the buildings are leased [1]. In particular, central and regional authorities 
along with local bodies hold the 27.3% of the public ownership [2]. Also, according to 
the recordings, the buildings employed by the central authorities are 1,552 [1].  
Therefore, public office buildings have a low share and their energy performance 
does not have a significant impact on the environment and the climate change, like 
residential buildings do. However, they are considered very energy-intensive buildings. 
The European legislation has imposed obligations for the improvement of their energy 
efficiency. According to article 5 of the Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) 
2012/27/EU, central governments’ buildings shall undertake an exemplary role in order 
to boost the energy retrofit in local and regional authorities [4]. The central government 
includes the Presidency of the Republic, the Ministries, the decentralized 
administrations and the independent authorities [5]. In essence, the central government 
should act as an example and pave the way for the application of refurbishment projects 
in the territory including both the private and the public sector. Thus, this is one of the 
main reasons why the retrofit of the public sector’s buildings is essential.    
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1.2 Legislative framework  
 
1.2.1 European context  
 
The European Union has announced a set of targets for 2020-2030 regarding the 
reduction in Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, the increase of Renewable Energy 
Sources (RES) in the final energy consumption and the improvement of energy 
efficiency under the EED (Figure 1) [6], [7]. The focus on the building sector is of 
highest importance since existing buildings hold a significant percentage of the total 
energy consumption and have a great potential for energy savings and reducing CO2 
emissions [7]. The introduction of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive 
(EPBD) (2010/31/EU), which is the recast of the EPBD 2002/31/EC, sets specific 
obligations for improving the building stock. Specifically, EPBD obliges Member 
States to set the minimum energy performance requirements (article 4) and existing 
buildings to meet these requirements when they are subject to major renovation (article 
7) [8].  
Important regulations in the EPBD 2010/31/EU that worth mentioning and affect 
the public sector is the introduction of nearly Zero Energy Buildings (nZEB), which are 
defined as buildings with very high energy performance. The official definition also 
states that “the nearly zero or very low amount of energy required should be covered to 
a very significant extent by energy from renewable sources, including energy from 
renewable sources produced on-site or nearby” [8]. Thus, EPBD fosters the renovation 
of building stock towards nZEB and according to article 9, it obligates the Member 
States to increase the number of nZEBs by drawing up national plans [8]. Specifically, 
it sets the following targets:  
i) By 31 December 2020, all new buildings are nZEB and  
ii) After 31 December 2018, new buildings occupied and owned by public  
              authorities are nZEB. 
Next important regulation is the requirements established by the EPBD for the 
buildings occupied by public authorities. According to article 12, they should issue an 
Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) when they have a total useful floor area over 
500m2. The limit of the floor area had been reduced to 250m2 since 9 July 2015 [8].  
12 
 
Public buildings are also influenced by the 2012/27/EU EED [4]. EED fosters 
Member States to establish long-term strategies for investments in building renovation 
in both private and public buildings (article 4). Especially for the latter, it requires “the 
3 % of their total floor area of heated and/or cooled buildings owned and occupied by 
the central government to be renovated each year to meet at least the minimum energy 
performance requirements that it has set in application of Article 4 of Directive 
2010/31/EU” (article 5) [4].  
 
 
Figure 1 EU targets for 2020-2030 [7] 
 
 
1.2.2 National context 
 
The European Directives are adopted by the Greek government at a later time. 
Regulations for energy efficiency measures in public sector have been introduced with 
Δ6/Β/14826/2008, while the first EPBD is introduced in 2010 (KENAK) [9]. The 
2012/27/EU EED is adjusted into the Greek legislation with the Law 4342/2015 [10]. 
The Ministry of Environment and Energy has reported its actions for the refurbishment 
of the national building stock in two reports published in 2014 and 2018, as obliged by 
the article 6 of the EED [1], [11]. These actions include the enhancement of the 
legislative framework for nZEBs, the implementation of funding schemes for the energy 
retrofit of residential, public and tertiary sector’s buildings and the security of financial 
resources for this purpose. It also includes specific actions for the public buildings, such 
as the application of programs for their renovation through Energy Services Companies 
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(ESCOs) and the modification of the legislation to implement the ESCOs in the public 
sector [12], [11].  
 Furthermore, in the context of EED, a list of 82 central government buildings was 
formed with a floor area greater than 500m2. This step satisfies the obligation of article 
5 (2012/27/EU) and aims for the improvement of the public buildings’ energy 
efficiency. The list is expected to be updated with buildings of a floor area greater than 
250m2 [1]. However, there is not an official register for the public buildings in Greece, 
so there is lack of information about their existing energy behavior. For this reason, the 
Ministry of Environment and Energy has developed a recording platform since 2014, to 
collect all the energy-related data required for the buildings. Τhe data processing is 
underway [13].   
Finally, Table 1 summarizes the European legislation framework since 2002, and 
the transposition in the national legislation. In Figure 2, a brief timeline is given for the 
public buildings’ objectives and benchmarks to get a general picture of what the 
national legislation has set for the public sector’s buildings.     
 
 
EU Legislative Framework National Legislative Framework  
 
 
2002/31/EC: 
Energy Performance Buildings 
Directive (EPBD) 
L. 3661/2008: 
Measures for the reduction of the energy 
consumption in buildings 
5825/2010:  
Energy Performance Buildings Directive 
(K.E.N.A.K.) 
17178/2010: Technical Directive (T.O.T.E.E.) 
 
2006/32/EC:  
Energy Services Directive (ESD) 
Δ6/Β/14826/2008:  
Measures for energy saving in public sector 
L. 3855/2010:  
Measures for energy efficiency improvement 
 
 
2010/91/EC:  
Energy Performance Buildings 
Directive (EPBD) recast 
L. 4122/2013:  
Energy Performance of Buildings 
178581/2017: 
Energy Performance Buildings Directive(recast) 
(K.E.N.A.K.) 
2018 – ΥΠΕΝ/ΔΕΠΕΑ/85251/242:  
nZEB national plan 
2012/27/EC:  
Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) 
L. 4342/2015: 
Energy efficiency promotion 
 
Table 1 Summary of the legislative framework 
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Figure 2 Timeline of public buildings’ objectives and benchmarks in Greece 
 
 
1.3 Why Retrofitting  
 
In line with the legislations and the energy-related targets the European 
Commission has set for 2020-2030, the discussion of retrofitting strategies becomes 
more and more popular. The building sector is responsible for the 36% of the global 
final energy consumption and approximately 40% of the total CO2 emissions [14]. In 
Figure 3, it is remarkable how much the CO2 emissions from public buildings have 
increased over the last decades. What is more, most existing residential and non-
residential buildings are constructed before 1970, not only in Greece, but in many 
European countries as well. Specifically, 44% of the total office floor area in EU 
Member States is dated before 1971 [15]. This fact proves how energy-intensive the 
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building stock is, and makes necessary the planning of retrofitting strategies. 
Retrofitting strategies present a lot of environmental, economic and social benefits, 
where the most important ones are the reduction of the energy consumption and CO2 
emissions, the alleviation of climate change and energy poverty, the energy saving costs 
and the improvement of the living environment as well as the thermal comfort 
conditions.   
  
 
Figure 3 CO2 emissions of public buildings per year in Greece [18] 
 
1.4 Aim of the study  
 
The dissertation focuses on the analysis of the existing public office buildings in 
Greece and the potentials to improve their energy performance. The application of 
retrofitting measures depends on a number of parameters, which means that each 
building has different needs and requires different handling. For this reason, the study 
analyses the classification of the office building stock based on the construction period 
with the aim to identify the most influential characteristics. Thus, the methodological 
approach of the study is developed upon the building classification and aims firstly to 
determine a representative building typology for each class and secondly, examine 
optimal measures for their refurbishment. The climatic zone and the legislative 
framework plays a crucial role for the selection of the retrofitting measures. The last 
step of the methodology proposes the generalization of the simulation results in order to 
develop policies and conclusions for each building class and climatic zone.  
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1.5 Structure of the dissertation 
 
The dissertation is organized into four chapters with the necessary sections in each 
one. The first chapter is an introductory chapter, which states the problem as well as the 
subject of study and explains the reasons why retrofitting of public office buildings is 
essential. It also provides a picture of the legislative framework and especially the 
regulations that affect the public sector.  
The chapter two is based on the literature and is divided into five sections. The first 
section examines the national office building stock according to six parameters in order 
to get a complete view of their existing situation. The second section analyses the 
national public office building stock and divides it into seven classes according to the 
period of their construction. The third section proposes typical retrofitting measures for 
office buildings according to the literature. The measures concern the upgrade of the 
building envelope and the application of passive strategies, the electromechanical 
systems and the integration of RES. The fourth section discusses the current situation of 
nZEB in Greece, the barriers of its implementation in the public sector and also the role 
of the users and the public awareness as essential factors for the spread of the concept of 
nZEB. The fifth section proposes the most influential funding schemes that are 
necessary for the application of retrofitting strategies in the public sector and is divided 
into four subsections. 
The chapter three describes the methodological approach to investigate optimal 
packages of retrofitting measures for the public office building stock. Specifically, the 
method uses as an instrument a virtual office building, which is extracted from each 
building class according to the analysis in the previous chapter. The dissertation 
examines one building class and one climatic zone and the method is summarized in 
four steps. More details are given in the introductory part of the chapter. The first 
section analyses how the virtual office building is determined and provides a full 
description of its characteristics. The second section describes the simulation analysis 
with all the necessary information introduced in the software TEE KENAK. 
Specifically, the climatic conditions, the operating and internal conditions, the thermal 
performance characteristics, the technical characteristics and the energy consumption 
results of the building model are given in this section. The third section examines the 
retrofitting options in order to end up to an optimal mix of measures and presents the 
results after the simulation. The fourth section evaluates the results and extracts more 
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general conclusions about the effects of the building model’s retrofitting on the building 
class and the climatic zone. Finally, the fourth chapter discusses important points of the 
dissertation and comes to conclusions.  
  
2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 National office building stock  
 
The last two decades, several studies have been conducted by Greek bodies and the 
European Union and have contributed to obtain a comprehensive picture of the office 
buildings and especially of the public sector’s in Greece. In this section, the office 
building stock is analyzed according to six parameters that help understand its existing 
situation and energy behavior. Some data collected does not concern only public office 
buildings, but the entire office building stock due to the lack of individual statistics. 
Therefore, useful data are provided based on the i) building age, ii) the energy 
consumption, iii) the climatic zone, iv) the building size and geometry, v) the envelope 
construction and energy performance characteristics and vi) the electromechanical 
systems (Figure 4).  
                    
                                    Figure 4 Six parameters for the office building stock analysis  
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i) Building age  
 
The Greek building stock consists of about 4,1 million buildings from which 41,2% 
is built before 1970, while the second largest percentage of 17,2% is built between 
1971-1980, according to ELSTAT [2]. Τhere are no available statistics for the age of 
public office buildings. ELSTAT provides data for office and commercial buildings as 
one category and concludes that the highest percentage, about 15%, is built in the period 
1971-1980 [2].  
Moreover, a survey conducted in the context of INSPIRE Project, in 2014, collected 
data about the office building stock in Member States of the European Union. The 
information gathered for Greece exhibit that most office buildings are constructed 
before 1980 and account for the 58% of the office building stock, while the second 
largest percentage is noticed for the period 1981-2000 (Figure 5) [15]. These data reveal 
that a considerable percentage of the existing office buildings are constructed without 
external wall insulation and roof insulation considering that the first Regulation for the 
Insulation of the Buildings was enacted in 1979 (ΦΕΚ 362/Δ`/4.7.1979). They are also 
equipped with old electromechanical installation, which makes their energy 
performance even poorer [16].  
 
 
 
 
      Figure 5 Number of buildings in % for the most representative periods of construction [15] 
58%26%
16%
Number of buildings in %
Before 1980 1981-2000 2001-2010
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ii) Energy consumption data 
 
The building sector is accountable for a high percentage of the total energy 
consumption in Greece, reaching the 39% in 2016 [11]. In office buildings, the 
expanded need to improve the indoor conditions and catch up with new technologies 
has as a result the energy consumption to keep increasing because of the greater usage 
of air-conditioning systems and office equipment [16]. According to the last data 
provided by the Ministry of Environment and Energy, the average total primary energy 
consumption for public office buildings is estimated to 364.45 kWh/m2 [17], while the 
contributions of space heating, space cooling, lighting, Domestic Hot Water (DHW) and 
RES are given individually in Figure 6. It is evident that the energy consumption for 
lighting and space cooling are the highest ones. However, these numbers differ among 
the buildings, as the energy consumption varies with the year of construction, the 
building typology, the construction materials, the HVAC systems, the building size, the 
climatic zone they belong and the users’ behavior. What is more, public offices are 
mostly dependent on electricity, which accounts for the 73.21% of the total energy use, 
while the usage of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) such as biomass and geothermal, 
is non-existent (Figure 7) [18].  
 
 
Figure 6 Primary energy consumption breakdown [17] 
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Figure 7 Energy balance contribution [18] 
 
 
Furthermore, the Ministry of Environment and Energy provides extensive 
information about the publication of EPCs for public buildings. The number of EPCs 
issued for public office buildings is disappointing, as it has not exceeded 1,913 since 
2011 until now [17]. Bearing in mind that the public administration buildings estimated 
at 15,682, this is translated in a percentage of 12%. Specifically, out of the total number 
of EPCs, the majority lies in the energy classes C to D, while the least ones fall into the 
classes A+ to B+, as shown in Figure 8 [17]. Almost all of them, specifically 1,887 
EPCs, are published for old existing buildings, while the remaining for new buildings. It 
is also worth mentioning that the main reason for the publication of an EPC in public 
office buildings is the leasing, while very few have been issued in the context of 
national funding programs [18]. 
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Figure 8 Number of EPCs issued for public office buildings in correlation with the energy classes 
[17] 
 
 
iii) Climatic zones 
 
The climatic zones are four and have been established in Greece with the recast of 
the Regulation for the Energy Performance of Building (KENAK) in 2010 (Figure 9) 
[9]. Τhe average primary energy consumption for public office buildings does not 
present great difference within the four climatic zones [17]. This is observed only in 
public office buildings, in contrast to the other categories of public buildings. More 
energy-intensive buildings are noticed in climatic zones A and C. In particular, the 
highest consumption is observed in climatic zone C, 398.92kWh/m2 and the least one in 
climatic zone B, 335.25kWh/m2 (Figure 10) [17]. Moreover, since 1980 the electrical 
energy consumption has increased in all climatic zones [16].   
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Figure 9 The four climatic zones in Greece [9] 
 
 
   
                             Figure 10 Average primary energy consumption in each climatic zone [10] 
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iv) Building size and geometry  
 
Regarding the size of the public office buildings, it is noticed that the number of 
floors ranges from one up to seven floors. The statistics referred to the entire building 
stock display that most multi-storey buildings of four floors and above are located in 
Athens, that is in climatic zone B, while buildings of five floors and above are few in 
Greece [2]. It is also remarkable that 57% of the office floor area is located in climatic 
zone B and 34% in climatic zone C (Figure 11) [2]. 
The total floor area of public office buildings is 4,709,200 m2 [3]. According to the 
data provided by the REPUBLIC project, over 50% of buildings’ floor area that are 
occupied by local and regional authorities ranges from 100-1000m2, while a high 
percentage, 42%, is less than 100m2. Local and regional authorities’ floor area over 
1000m2 is much less (Figure 12) [3]. What is more, data collected for the entire office 
building stock present that the highest percentage of office floor area is constructed 
before 1980, while the period after 2000, the percentage is also significant [15].  
 
 
Figure 11 Office floor area by climatic zone [2] 
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Figure 12 Range of pubic authorities’ floor area in % [3] 
 
 
      The building geometry is a worth-mentioning parameter that affects the energy 
performance of office buildings. In the dense urban environment, most office buildings 
have a typical linear geometry, mostly square or rectangular. The atrium form is also 
found in office buildings and especially in more compact ones, to provide better 
ventilation and natural lighting. In recent decades, there are examples with more than 
one building volumes, like L-shaped and U-shaped. Each building typology has 
different energy behavior, which depends on the F/V ratio that is the total area of the 
external surfaces to building volume. Small ratios imply lesser heat losses, thus the 
lesser the ratio, the lesser the energy consumption. It is also important to mention that 
the effects of the building shape and their energy consumption are influenced by the 
climatic characteristics and the window to wall ratio [19].  
Table 2 identifies six representative office building typologies and presents the F/V 
ratios based on a module of 12x6x3m. Buildings in compact form like cubes give the 
lowest ratio, while taller buildings with greater volume give also a small ratio compared 
to other geometries. The elongated type presents the highest ratio, which means that it is 
the most energy vulnerable form.  Figures 13-19 provide a view of office buildings in 
Greece in different typologies.   
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Table 2 Representative office building typologies 
 
Figure 13 Office building in elongated form, Thermi 
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Figure 14 L-shaped - New offices of Central Macedonia Region, Thessaloniki 
 
 
Figure 15 Floor plan - New offices of Central Macedonia Region, Thessaloniki 
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Figure 16 U-shaped - Villa Alatini (1898), Offices of Central Macedonia Region, Thessaloniki 
 
 
 
Figure 17 Atrium type - State Department of Macedonia-Thrace (1891), Thessaloniki 
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Figure 18 Atrium type - State Department of Macedonia-Thrace (1891), Thessaloniki 
 
 
Figure 19 Tall office building (1960s), Athens 
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v) Envelope construction and energy performance characteristics 
 
The main construction material of the bearing structure in office buildings is the 
reinforced concrete and the bricks for the masonry, while aluminum is mostly used for 
the windows. As it is clear in Table 3, the thermal transmittance (U-value) of the 
building elements in office buildings has been improved through the years. This is due 
to the application of insulation materials on the walls and the roof. The introduction of 
the Regulation for the Insulation of the Buildings enacted in 1979 played a crucial role 
for this improvement. The U-value of the windows has also been enhanced as their 
construction has been evolved with the thickness increase of the panes and the 
development of the framing’s materials.  
 
Building 
element 
Before 
1945 
1946-
1970 
1971-
1980 
1981-
1990 
1991-
2000 
2001-
2010 
Wall 2.5 2.4 2.1 0.8 0.7 0.7 
Window 5.1 5.0 5.0 3.7 3.5 3.5 
Floor  0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Roof 3.2 3.0 2.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 
 
Table 3 U-values in office buildings by time period and building element [15] 
 
 
vi) Electromechanical systems 
 
The electromechanical systems include the heating systems, the cooling systems, 
the ventilation systems, the lighting systems and the Domestic Hot Water systems 
(DHW). For space heating in office buildings, the most common system is the central 
one with oil boiler or less often natural gas. In the buildings of the tertiary sector, 
central water or air heat pumps are also very common for heat generation [20]. The 
terminal units in the internal spaces are either radiators or fan coil units. Local systems 
for space heating are also used to a less degree, e.g. split unit heat pumps (Figure 20). 
For space cooling, electricity is the dominant fuel. Local split air-conditioners are the 
most typical systems installed individually in the office rooms and in a less percentage, 
central systems like air heat pumps are found (Figure 21) [15]. In Figures 20, 21, the 
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individual percentages are presented [15], where it is clear that local systems are mostly 
used for space cooling, while central systems for space heating. What is more, the 
mechanical ventilation is essential in office buildings, but it is rare in buildings 
constructed before 1980.   
 
   
  Figure 20 Space heating systems [15]                       Figure 21 Space cooling systems [15]          
            
 
The lighting systems play a significant role in office buildings, bearing in mind their 
great contribution to the primary energy consumption. There are two types of lighting, 
that are found in office buildings, the incandescent bulbs and the fluorescent bulbs. 
Most office buildings, about 70%, has the first type installed, which is very energy-
intensive compared to the second type [15]. Despite this, both of them increase the 
electricity consumption compared to the advanced light bulbs that are available in the 
market. The usage of old lighting types combined with the fact that offices rely to a 
great degree on artificial lighting justifies the high contribution in the primary energy 
consumption. Moreover, the need for DHW is office buildings is very little, that is why 
its contribution is that low. For this reason, it is not taken into account. Nevertheless, 
most typical system to provide DHW in office buildings is the electric water heater [15]. 
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2.2 Classification of public office buildings in Greece 
 
The classification of national building stocks is a process that helps identify the 
building typologies. Researchers have demonstrated the building typologies as useful 
instruments for understanding the energy performance of a country’s building stock and 
proposing potential energy saving measures [21], [22]. Moreover, they can be used as 
tools for the development of regional and national energy saving policies [21]. Other 
studies demonstrate the creation and definition of reference buildings as representative 
ones through building classification and based on collected data and specific parameters 
[23], [24]. What is more, various studies in the literature analyze the Hellenic residential 
building stock by identifying building typologies. However, this is not seen for office 
buildings and especially the public ones. 
Furthermore, the building itself plays an important role for the governments and the 
municipalities, as it has a symbolic significance and is a way to demonstrate their power 
and influence [25]. Public office buildings are considered the government department 
buildings, municipal buildings, services’ buildings, post offices, law courts and any 
other office type that is entity of public law. The classification of public office buildings 
is mainly based on the parameters analyzed in the previous section. What is more, 
public office buildings display different typological characteristics since they are 
accommodated in buildings of different periods. For example, local authorities’ 
buildings are occupied in more emblematic buildings dated from 19th century.  
Considering the above, the period of construction is the determinant for the 
classification of public office buildings since it reflects the different trends in the 
envelope construction, the typological characteristics and their electromechanical 
equipment. This helps draw conclusions about their energy performance. Each period of 
construction is accompanied by legal requirements and construction principles that are 
applicable in all buildings of each period. Two benchmarks taken into account are the 
Regulation for the Insulation of the Buildings (1979) and the EPBD (KENAK) 
introduced in 2010. Thus, the classification of public office buildings is divided into 
seven classes and is determined as shown in Figure 22. In the subsections that follow, 
each building class is analyzed based on information collected and statistical data 
available.    
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Figure 22 Classification of public office building stock 
 
 
Class A (before 1920) 
 
Public office buildings in Greece constructed before 1920 are mainly occupied by 
local or regional authorities and play an emblematic role for the municipalities. Their 
construction started in the middle of 19th century after the establishment of the Greek 
State in 1830. Their architecture is represented by the neoclassic style, which was 
chosen as an official expression by the government at that time, while their influence 
from Western Europe’s architectural trends, such as eclectic elements, is also evident on 
the facades. The vertical elements of the bearing structure are made of stones, while the 
masonry is made of either stones or bricks. The number of the floors is mostly up to 
three, considering that this building typology follows specific rules, such as the 
horizontal separation of the facades in three parts. In general, the buildings of that 
period seldom exceeded 14 meters height because of the limited capabilities of the 
construction materials [26].  
The main features of the façade are its compactness and the arrays of narrowed, 
rectangular transparent surfaces with wooden framework. The transparent surfaces are 
windows and in several cases balcony doors with narrowed, interrupted balconies in 
front of them. There are no shading devices, but one element applied in such buildings 
is the external shutters on the transparent surfaces. What is more, public office buildings 
of that period have either flat roof or tiled-roof. It is also remarkable that there are cases 
with internal atrium, which is noticed in the more massive buildings like the City Hall 
of Athens (1872-1874) (Figures 23-24).   
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Figure 23 City Hall of Athens (1872-1874)  
 
 
 
Figure 24 Ground floor (left), 1st floor (right), City Hall of Athens (1872-1874)  
 
 
Nowadays, many buildings constructed before 1920 still accommodate 
administrative authorities, as their initial usage was. Representative examples are 
municipal buildings, such as the City Hall of Syros (1876-1891) and the one of Athens. 
There are also buildings that had built for a different use, like residence, and in the 
course of time local or regional authorities moved in, such as the central offices of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (1872-73) in Athens (Figure 25) and the City Hall of Patras 
built in the middle of 19th century. There are also cases where buildings faced 
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interventions through the years, such as the State Department of Macedonia-Thrace 
(1891) in Thessaloniki, but not regarding the improvement of their energy efficiency.    
Bearing in mind the conditions of that period, the buildings have a poor energy 
performance. The last few years, the authorities have taken action for upgrading such 
buildings, like the Parliament Building in Athens [27] and the Villa Alatini (1898) in 
Thessaloniki, which accommodates the offices of Central Macedonia Region and is said 
to be the first listed building to apply energy efficiency measures in Greece [28]. Both 
are funded from the European Union’s Funding Program, the “National Strategic 
Reference Framework” (NSRF).  
 
 
 
Figure 25 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Athens (1872-73) 
 
 
Class B (1921 – 1945) 
 
This period is mainly characterized by the introduction of new construction 
methods and materials. The design of public office buildings is a collaboration between 
the neoclassicism with reinforced concrete. The buildings of this period are constructed 
with contemporary techniques, but their facades still exhibit the decorative elements of 
the prior time. The bearing structure is totally made of reinforced concrete with flat roof 
and this helps increase the number of floors, given that the regulation for the buildings’ 
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height published in 1922, increased the upper limit up to 26 meters in city centers [26]. 
The introduction of elevators in this period also facilitates the height increase. 
Characteristic examples are the branch offices of the National Bank of Greece, where 
their massive construction throughout the country started in the 1920s [29]. Another 
example of this class is the building office for the Army’s Share Fund (1927-1938) in 
Athens (Figure 26). The energy performance of this period’s buildings does not differ 
from the previous one. 
 
 
Figure 26 Army’s Share Fund, Athens (1927-38) 
 
 
Class C (1946 – 1955)  
 
This period is represented by the construction of office buildings with reinforced 
concrete in urban areas, like Athens and Thessaloniki. Since the late 1940s, the 
typology of public buildings from the one hand approaches the modern trends that are 
dominant in the Post-War period. Specifically, the buildings do not display any 
decorative elements. The façade is characterized by simple lines and is based on a grid 
arrangement with an emphasis on the structural components and especially the 
horizontal axis. The windows are complied with the grid in rows and are greater in size 
than of the previous period. The opaque surfaces are coated with plaster. This typology 
of the facade represents the office buildings that follow the next decades with minor 
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differences. A characteristic example is the Air Force’s Share Fund (1947-49) in Athens 
built by the architect Thucydides Valentis (Figures 27, 28). From the other hand, public 
office buildings still adopt the classicism typology with narrowed windows and 
combine modern characteristics and materials with the aim to add to their prestige. An 
example of it is the Deposit and Loans Fund (1950-58) in Athens [25].  
 
 
Figure 27 Air Force’s Share Fund, Athens (1947-49)  
 
 
Figure 28 Typical floor plan, Air Force’s Share Fund, Athens (1947-49) 
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Class D (1956 - 1980)  
 
 Τhe General Building Regulation introduces specific obligations that affect the 
typology of office buildings. In summary, the main features of the facades are the 
higher number of storeys, the recession of the top floor and the chamfer of the corner 
buildings, as obliged [30]. Another obligation is the recession of the ground-level 
façade to create a loggia with columns on the ground floor and serve as an extension of 
the pavement. Also, most buildings in city centers have only one or two facades in 
contact with the external environment due to the continuous building system. What is 
more, the floor plan layout is the same for each floor and the offices are organized in 
zones along the facades (Figures 29-34).  
 
 
Figure 29 Typical building typology - four main features [30] 
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Figure 30 ESIEA Office building, Athens (1960) 
 
 
 
Figure 31 Office building of ISAP, Athens (1960s) 
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Figure 32 Office building, Stadiou 48, Athens (1957) 
 
       
Figures 33, 34 Ground floor (left) and typical floor plan (right), Office building,  
Stadiou 48, Athens (1957) 
 
After 1960, new technologies enter the building sector, hence the facades start to 
integrate more contemporary elements and materials. Since this decade, two typologies 
dominate. The first one is the bare framework of concrete and the second one is the 
application of wall panels οn the façade [31]. The first category affects many public 
buildings and after 1980. The buildings of the second category incorporate thin, 
prefabricated wall panels with metal framework, where the opaque surfaces are filled 
with particle boards and other light materials [32]. It is also remarkable the usage of 
external movable louvers or internal venetian blinds for sun protection on the whole 
facade [32]. A representative example is the central offices of the Railways of the Greek 
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State (1967-1972), in Athens (Figure 35). What is more, there are buildings in which the 
transparent surfaces of the façade are continuous in each floor, while the columns are 
inside (Figure 36). So far, most buildings are found in the two biggest city centers, 
Athens and Thessaloniki. The administrative districts of that period in Greece did not 
have proper buildings to accommodate the regional public authorities and they usually 
leased old buildings [33]. So, in 1964, the Ministry of Public Constructions took 
measures in 21 districts for the erection of contemporary administration buildings [33].  
 
 
                         Figure 35 Central offices of the Railways of the Greek State, Athens (1967-1972) 
 
Figure 36 Post Bank building, Athens (1967-69) 
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After 1965, it is notable that buildings follow the same typology with multiple 
storeys, an evolution primarily noticed in Athens [25]. This has to do with the growth of 
the tertiary sector’s services and the speculation of land [25]. The introduction of the 
electromechanical equipment also has an impact on the building typology, as the aim 
has become to feature this advancement.     
Despite the fact that the office buildings of classes C and D played an important 
role for the evolution of the Greek modern architecture, their energy performance is low 
due to the lack of energy regulations in Greece. The structural components and the 
masonry is not insulated, the transparent elements are single-glazed with aluminum 
frames. What is more, the buildings of that period do not have air-conditioning systems 
installed and the majority does neither have a central heating system. According to the 
INSPIRE project, only 10% of the office building stock built before 1980 has full air-
conditioning and under 20% has an old oil-fired, central heating system without 
temperature control and space thermostats [15].   
 
Class E (1981 – 2000) 
 
The buildings of this class are subject to the Regulation for the Insulation of the 
Buildings, although its implementation was gradual [22]. This means that the buildings 
are inadequately insulated. The reinforced concrete is the basic material for the bearing 
structure, but remains uninsulated. The masonry consists of a double cavity wall filled 
with insulation material. The double-glazed windows replace the single-glazed ones in 
the effort to improve the building airtightness and their frames are still made of 
aluminum without thermal breaks. It is important to mention that this period, the 
industrial companies are developed, hence more contemporary and energy efficient 
materials are introduced in the Greek industry, such as insulation materials and PVC 
frames. What is more, the majority of the buildings has a central heating system 
installed and air split unit air conditioning for space cooling.  
The typological characteristics of public buildings start to differentiate in 1980s. 
Their typology and geometry is affected by new architectural trends, which are the 
revolution of the modernism. Features of such buildings are the multiform volumes, the 
multiple external surfaces and the great usage of glass. Examples of this period are the 
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City Hall of Pylaia (1995) in Thessaloniki (Figures 37-38) and the City Hall of Faliro in 
Athens designed in 1984 and built in 2004.  
 
 
Figure 37 3D Model of City Hall of Pylaia, Thessaloniki (1995) 
 
Figure 38 Ground floor plan, City Hall of Pylaia, Thessaloniki (1995) 
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Class F (2001 – 2010)  
 
After 2000, the Regulation for the Insulation of the Buildings is implemented to a 
much greater degree [22], but the application of the insulation is still flawed. What is 
more, the Greek Seismic Regulation revised in 2000, has an impact on the building 
construction, such as the width increase of the building components [34]. The 
typological characteristics are generally similar with the prior period.  
Furthermore, it is remarkable the introduction of RES, although their 
implementation is still low in this period. The enactment of legislations with L.3468/06 
and L.3851/10 contributed for their development. An example of this period is the 
geothermal system in the new City Hall of Pylaia - Hortiatis (2002), which is an 
innovative practice and works for both the heating and cooling period (Figure 39) [35].  
What is more, the Directive for energy savings in public sector is introduced in 
2008 (Δ6/Β/14826/2008). This period, the interest for the bioclimatic design and energy 
efficiency of public buildings increases. An exemplary building of the public sector is 
the new offices of Central Macedonia Region (2007-2014) in Thessaloniki (Figure 40), 
which integrates contemporary practices, like the utilization of geothermal energy, 
energy saving lighting bulbs, Building Management System (BMS) and contemporary 
shading systems [36].   
 
 
Figure 39 New City Hall of Pylaia – Hortiatis (2002) 
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Figure 40 New offices of Central Macedonia Region, Thessaloniki (2007-2014) 
 
 
 
Class G (after 2011) 
 
The introduction of KENAK in 2010 and its implementation since 2011 is a turning 
point for new buildings. Their construction is according to the minimum energy 
performance requirements set from the legislation. At the same time, the obligations for 
the public sector require all new buildings to be nZEB since the 1st of January 2019. 
This last decade, the application of RES increases as well.  
Table 4 below provides an overview with the most influential characteristics for 
each building class. 
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Building characteristics Building classes 
 Class 
A  
Class 
B 
Class 
C 
Class 
D 
Class 
E 
Class 
F 
Class 
G 
Without wall insulation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓    
Without roof insulation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓    
With inadequate wall 
insulation 
    ✓   
With inadequate roof 
insulation 
    ✓   
With full wall insulation      ✓ ✓ 
With full roof insulation      ✓ ✓ 
With single-glazed 
windows 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓    
With double-glazed 
windows 
    ✓ ✓ ✓ 
With shading systems    ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Without central heating 
system 
✓ ✓ ✓     
With old central heating 
system 
   ✓ ✓   
With central heating 
system 
     ✓ ✓ 
Without air-conditioning 
system 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓    
With air-conditioning 
system 
    ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Without energy saving 
lighting system 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  
With energy saving 
lighting system 
      ✓ 
With RES      ✓ ✓ 
 
Table 4 Summary of the building classes and their characteristics 
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2.3 Typical retrofitting measures 
 
Many studies in the literature deal with the office building stock and the application 
of potential energy saving measures. Since the establishment of nZEB targets in the 
EPBD recast, European Union has published several projects and proposed retrofitting 
policies for non-residential buildings [37]. Most studies include interventions in both 
the envelope and the electromechanical systems and the integration of Renewable 
Energy Systems (RES).  
A relevant study conducted about the retrofit of the office building stock in Italy 
shows that the optimal renovation package is strongly dependent on the building 
typology and the climatic zone [38]. Each building class requires different solutions to 
achieve energy savings. The classification of the public office buildings is helpful to 
understand the existing situation and the needs of the buildings based on the period of 
construction, thus propose the proper set of measures for their upgrading. In summary, 
this section presents renovation options according to the literature, for enhancing the 
building envelope including passive strategies, the HVAC and lighting systems and 
integrating RES.  
 
i) Building envelope and passive strategies 
 
In buildings’ refurbishment, the thermal performance of the envelope depends on 
the following parameters: the insulation position, thickness and material applied on 
opaque surfaces, the type and materials of window frames as well as the thickness and 
material of the windowpanes and the shading devices. The insulation of the opaque 
surfaces is a primary solution to reduce the buildings’ energy requirements and improve 
the indoor thermal comfort. Three options of application are possible: on the external 
side, on the internal side and in the middle of double walls, which is not indicated for 
refurbishment projects, thus only the first two options are discussed. The most usual 
strategy is the position of the insulation layer on the external side, as in this way, the 
thermal bridges can be minimized and is also an easier way to apply.  
Placing the insulation inside is also a good strategy for non-residential buildings 
that have an interrupted operation schedule, like offices do. In this case, the heating 
system has an instant response without time delay since there is no heat absorption from 
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the construction elements’ thermal mass. Also, the important fact in this case is that the 
heat should be transferred in spaces with heated air. In buildings of classes A and B, the 
internal position of the insulation is more preferable due to the constraints of their 
facades’ architectural elements. For the rest classes, external insulation is also 
applicable. In any case, the placement of the insulation is strongly dependent on the 
climatic conditions and how the thermal storage mass is utilized [39].     
Furthermore, the insulation thickness depends on several parameters, such as the 
climatic conditions, the building type, the energy source and its cost, the HVAC 
systems’ efficiency, the insulation material and its cost etc. [40]. What is more, in office 
buildings, a significant parameter to be considered is the increased internal thermal 
loads due to the office equipment, the lighting devices and the higher number of users. 
A study conducted for a typical office building in three climate zones, resulted that a too 
high thickness of the external insulation layer can lead to an increase of the cooling 
demand, especially when the building has high internal thermal loads and the climate 
conditions are described by mild winters and hot summers [41]. In general, office 
buildings with excessive insulation in the Mediterranean climate are more susceptible to 
a total increase in the energy requirements [42].  
Several studies have investigated the optimal insulation thickness in the four 
climatic zones in Greece [43], [44]. According to the various studies, the optimal 
thickness should be the result of the maximum energy performance combined with cost 
optimality [45]. Based on the maximum U-values of reinforced concrete building 
components set on the KENAK [20], the minimum insulation thickness ranges from 
5cm for climate zone A to 8cm for climate zone D [43].  
Most widely used insulation materials are the extruded polystyrene (XPS), the 
expanded polystyrene (EPS) and the stone wool [42], while the polyurethane foam and 
the glass wool are also typical options. Each of them has different thermal properties 
and composition, thus other materials are more suitable for placing on the external 
surfaces, others for the internal ones. In particular, if the insulation is placed inside, it is 
better to apply inorganic or fibrous materials, like glass wool, for fire protection [46]. 
The cost also matters for the selection of the insulation material.      
Next typical measure of retrofitting is the replacement of the windows. A better 
energy performance of windows increases the airtightness and improves the thermal and 
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visual comfort [38]. Most used materials for the frames in Greece are the aluminum and 
the PVC. The panes are mostly replaced with clear glass, low-e, double, triple or 
threefold among a variety of thicknesses to choose, considering also the climatic 
conditions. The gap between the panes is usually filled with dry air, otherwise argon or 
krypton to strengthen their insulating capability, since these gases have lower thermal 
conductivity. More contemporary glazings are also suggested for office buildings, such 
as thermochromic windows [47]. This material has multiple benefits for the indoor 
conditions in office spaces. It is also more suitable for greater transparent surfaces and 
has a higher cost than the conventional ones.  
Moreover, a passive cooling strategy is the integration of shading devices, which 
also contributes to better thermal and visual comfort conditions. This intervention can 
lead up to 14% electrical energy savings in office buildings [22]. The type of the 
shadings depends on the façade typology, however most applicable elements are the 
external louvers, either horizontal or vertical depended on the orientation (Figure 41). A 
relevant research has investigated several common shading options for an office 
building and comes to very interesting conclusions for its energy performance [48]. 
Another passive strategy suitable for office buildings is the night ventilation which can 
achieve 16% electrical energy savings. It is a non-costly measure and requires the users’ 
awareness.  
 
 
Figure 41 Shading system in the City Hall of Thessaloniki (1987-2010) 
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Furthermore, a passive strategy for buildings with low number of storeys is the 
planted roof. A relevant study took place in a two-storey insulated office building in 
Athens revealed the great benefit of such a system during the cooling period, as the 
cooling load’s reduction is about 40% [49]. A similar study also conducted in an 
insulated, low-energy office building in Athens showed that the installation of a large 
scale intensive green roof decreases the annual heating and cooling needs [50]. A real 
example is the implementation of planted roof in the City Hall of Edessa in the context 
of the energy upgrade of the whole building, which works as a visitable space for 
raising the awareness about energy saving and the environment’s protection (Figure 42) 
[51]. In general, this intervention would be more applicable in buildings of class E and 
above, where their construction capabilities and typology allows for such a system.       
 
 
Figure 42 Planted roof in the City Hall of Edessa 
 
 
ii) HVAC and lighting systems 
 
The refurbishment of the HVAC systems is strongly dependent on the existing 
installations of the buildings in order to propose suitable and non-costly interventions. 
For example, the buildings of class E and F may need improvement and maintenance of 
the systems, while the buildings of class A to D may need a total replacement due to 
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their oldness. For heating space, typical measures are the replacement of inefficient 
boilers with energy efficient oil or natural gas burners, which can achieve up to 17% 
and 21% thermal energy savings respectively in non-residential buildings [1], [22]. The 
installation of offset and space thermostats are also necessary achieving 3-6% energy 
savings [1]. Moreover, the cogeneration of electricity and heat, the installation of heat 
pumps, especially geothermal, and heat recovery systems are effective interventions to 
decrease the electrical energy consumption [66]. In particular, the usage of geothermal 
heat pumps can achieve up to 20% thermal energy savings [1]. 
 For space cooling, most typical measure is the replacement of the split air 
conditioning units with energy efficient ones, which reaches 65-70% electricity savings 
[1]. Furthermore, the installation of a Building Management System (BMS) is required 
in office buildings to monitor the whole equipment and reduces the energy 
consumption. The thermal energy savings are up to 20%, while the electrical energy 
savings can reach up to 30% [1], [22].  
The replacement of lighting bulbs with more energy-efficient ones is a major 
measure in office buildings bearing in mind its great energy contribution. Light Emitted 
Diode (LED) is the most popular retrofit option due to the great advantages it provides 
compared to the fluorescent and incandescent lamps. Specifically, it achieves cost 
savings up to 95%, great energy savings considering that it provides better illumination 
and it also has longer life span [52]. 
 
iii) Renewable Energy Systems (RES) 
 
The statistics has shown that public office buildings are heavily dependent on fossil 
fuels, given that the contribution of RES in the energy balance is under 0,5%. The 
integration of RES is of highest importance for environmental reasons and is required 
for a building to cover the nearly zero energy as set by the legislation. One of the most 
typical options for office buildings in Greece is the utilization of solar energy with 
Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) (Figure 43). The potential of vertical BIPV 
and roof PV systems in office buildings has been discussed in various studies [53], [54]. 
BIPV is not suitable for all the classes, like A and B, but it has the potential to be 
integrated in modern buildings of the subsequent classes. The exploitation of 
geothermal energy for heating and cooling is also an attractive solution for office 
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buildings. Water-to-water and air-to-air heat pumps become very popular [35], however 
geothermal heat pumps needs a lot of space, that is why it is not suitable for buildings in 
dense urban centres. It is also a costly solution and is seen mostly in new-constructed 
buildings. One example though that integrates geothermal as a retrofit measure is the 
Municipal Library in Loutraki [55]. 
 
 
Figure 43 BIPV installation, Solar XXI Building, Lisbon 
 
2.4 Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (nZEB) in Greece  
 
The implementation of nZEB renovation in Greece is at an early stage. The 
European Union’s project CERtuS undertaken in Southern European countries has 
concluded that the economic crisis is the main reason why these countries are late to 
comply with the Directives’ obligations for the public sector [56]. Among the EU 
Member States, Greece is one of the few countries that delayed establishing the national 
plan for nZEB [57]. In Greece, it is published in December 2017, and includes policies 
for increasing the number of nZEB in the country, as obliged by the 2010/91/EC EPBD 
[58].  
According to the national plan, the existing buildings after a major renovation are 
nZEB when they are subject to energy class B+ at least [59]. Table 5 shows the range of 
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the energy consumption per climatic zone for the classes A+, A, B+ and B. The values 
displayed on the table concerns the tertiary sector’s buildings and are concluded by the 
Archive of the Buildings’ Inspection [59]. It is noticed that the indicative values of the 
primary energy consumption for class B+ ranges from 98 to 161kWh/m2a, while for 
class A+ from 30 to 71 kWh/m2a. The national plan also provides the upper limit of the 
energy consumption per climatic zone for class A+ regarding the tertiary sector’s 
buildings of different construction periods (Table 6). For the period 1955-1980, the 
primary energy consumption should be 89-90kWh/m2a maximum, while for the period 
1980-2000, 86-90kWh/m2a. In summary, the national plan concludes that for the 
existing buildings to be nZEB, the upper limit of the primary energy consumption 
should be 90Kwh/m2a, with a least contribution of RES 15% [58].  
 
Energy class Energy consumption in kWh/m2a per climatic zone 
 Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D 
A+ 53-70 31-71 50-55 30 
A 48-96 65-93 75-107 67-82 
B+ 105-161 98-153 113-143 105-156 
B 149-216 167-221 161-209 149-211 
 
Table 5 Range of the energy consumption per climatic zone for classes B to A+ [59] 
 
 
Construction period Climatic zone Upper limit of class A+ 
(kWh/m2a) 
 
1955-1980 
A 89 
B 90 
C 89 
D 90 
 
1980-2000 
A 86 
B 87 
C 89 
D 90 
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2000-2010 
A 86 
B 87 
C 88 
D 89 
 
After 2010 
A 78 
B 79 
C 75 
D 75 
     
Table 6 Annual primary energy consumption per climatic zone of class A+ for tertiary sector’s buildings 
in four construction periods [58] 
 
 
Furthermore, in the context of the long-term strategy for mobilizing investments in 
building renovation, the Ministry of Environment and Energy introduced four types of 
renovation. The nZEB renovation is defined with 80% savings, while deep renovation 
with 60% savings, medium renovation with 40% savings and minor renovation with 
20% savings [1]. The level of the renovation applied in a building depends on several 
factors, such as the needs of the building, the building age, the resources available to 
cover the renovation and the funding schemes that are provided.   
 
nZEB barriers in public sector 
 
The implementation of nZEB in public sector requires the engagement of a variety 
of stakeholders, namely the central and local authorities, contractors, managers, 
buildings owners in case the building is leased, designers, technology suppliers etc. 
[60]. The main barriers according to CERtuS are financial due to the lack of public 
funds. This combined with the high investment costs and the long-term payback period, 
hampers the application of retrofit strategies in the public sector. The difficulties in 
accessing funding schemes are also a major challenge.  
What is more, the lack of political decision is another obstacle for adopting nZEB 
practices [60]. This is reflected on the fact that the legal framework has not provided a 
complete methodology so far, which means that the concept of nZEB is still vague in 
Greece. Moreover, the low technical knowledge is another barrier, as many retrofitting 
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technologies require expertise, which means that the training and orientation of the 
stakeholders should be firstly considered.  
 
Role of the users and public awareness 
 
The role of the users is regarded as one of the factors among the building 
characteristics, the climatic conditions, the legislative framework etc. that affect the 
nZEB solutions [55]. It is of greatest importance to raise the public awareness since the 
concept of nZEB is not so widespread in the municipalities [55]. Thus, all the 
stakeholders, like the local authorities, the public, the technical contributors is essential 
to gain the knowledge and understand the benefits of making a building nZEB. To 
spread the implementation of nZEB, the local authorities should give the example to the 
whole communities. A relevant European project is the Affirmative Integrated Energy 
Design Action (AIDA) project, which supports the development of nZEB in 
municipalities in order to act as examples for the local communities and the neighboring 
municipalities [61].  
 
2.5 Funding schemes 
 
Public offices are buildings with high-energy requirements, which mean that they 
require greater funds from the state budget. So, funding schemes are essential for the 
implementation of energy efficiency measures in the public sector. This section 
discusses about financing mechanisms according to the literature, which are applicable 
in the buildings of all the classes. Such a mechanism is the funding through Energy 
Service Companies (ESCOs) which is analyzed in the first subsection. The second 
subsection provides an overview of schemes that have been completed and can improve 
their planning for future implementation. The third subsection presents briefly the 
Covenant of Mayors as a means for the municipalities to improve their buildings 
included the offices. The last subsection refers to the ongoing schemes. The sources of 
funds are coming mainly from European programs and especially the NSRF. It also 
should be noted that not all the funding schemes are presented in this section, but the 
most influential ones.  
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i) Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) 
 
A financing mechanism obliged by the European regulation is through Energy 
Service Companies (ESCOs). ESCOs are introduced in Greek legislation with L. 
3855/2010 to provide a wide range of energy efficiency measures and services. They 
also play a significant role in the energy management and in finding funds for the 
project [62]. The ESCOs, except from providing solutions for the energy upgrade of the 
building envelope, the HVAC systems, the installation of RES, BMS and other energy 
equipment, they also offer consulting and training of the users for the rational use of 
energy [62]. In essence, the aim of an ESCO is the optimal use of energy (Figure 44).  
For the implementation of such an energy saving investment, an Energy 
Performance Contracting (EPC) is issued between the ESCO and the mandatory of the 
building. The EPC has specific duration and contains the energy saving measures 
required and specifications for the planning, the funding, the implementation and 
monitoring of the project. This mechanism also helps facing the barriers from applying 
energy efficiency measures [63]. Αs shown in Figure 45, as long as the EPC lasts, the 
ESCO is responsible for the funding and the payback of the investment is strongly 
connected with the energy benefits achievable. 
The financing of public buildings through ESCOs and EPC has been a matter of 
discussion in recent years [64], [65]. However, the implementation of EPC in the public 
sector is at an early stage bearing in mind that till 2016, there was not one EPC issued 
between ESCOs and the public sector [64]. A pilot project undertaken by the Centre for 
Renewable Energy Sources and Saving (CRES) in 2011-2016, examines the parameters 
and requirements for the application of EPCs in public buildings and identifies the 
barriers, like the absence of energy managers and the lack of electrical energy meters 
and energy consumption archives [64]. Therefore, the project acts as a guide for the 
implementation of EPCs in public sector for the future.     
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Figure 44 ESCO features 
 
 
Figure 45 Comparison between the conventional financing mechanisms and the funding through 
ESCOs [65] 
 
ii) Completed national schemes 
 
The last decade, several funding schemes have been implemented for the energy 
retrofit in public sector’s buildings. Two national programs already implemented and 
addressed to municipalities with over 10,000 inhabitants, are “Eksoikonomo I” and 
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“Eksoikonomo II” started in 2009 and 2012 respectively. Both programs concerned 
buildings owned or used by municipal services and embodied a wide range of energy 
efficiency measures.  In general, the programs were developed in six axes, where the 
first one was the improvement of the municipal buildings and absorbed the 69.55% of 
the budget [66]. The other axes include actions such as the upgrade of urban spaces and 
actions for the public awareness. The sources of funding were the NSRF 2007-2013 and 
the Operational Program «Competitiveness and Entrepreneurship» (EPAnEK) for 
“Eksoikonomo I” and the NSRF and Operational Program «Environment and 
Sustainable Development» (EPPERAA) for “Eksoikonomo II”.  
The results and evaluation of Eksoikonomo are analyzed in a report composed by 
the CRES in 2017 [66]. It shows that the results were satisfying considering that the 
“Eksoikonomo I” achieved 37.2% energy savings and reduction of the CO2 emissions 
up to 9.8ktn annually. Especially for the municipal buildings, the initial target was 30% 
energy savings and the percentage achieved was finally 30.4% [66]. Similarly, the 
“Eksoikonomo II” achieved 41% primary energy savings [13]. Therefore, the program 
promoted exemplary actions and mobilized the local authorities and the public for 
raising awareness in energy saving issues [66]. It is also important to mention that the 
difficulties arisen and their evaluation by the CRES comprises now a tool for the 
planning of similar programs in the future.  
In the context of the exemplary role of public sector’s buildings, the national 
program “Exemplary projects for the employment of Renewable Energy Sources or 
Energy Savings in public buildings” started in 2010-2011 and funded by NSRF-
ΕPPERΑΑ. It was addressed to government department buildings and aimed for the 
improvement of their energy efficiency. Specifically, it included interventions on the 
building envelope, the HVAC systems, passive solar systems etc. and encouraged the 
usage of RES. [5]. Thirteen buildings integrated in the program achieving 43.2% energy 
savings and 1.49ktn reduction in CO2 emissions [13].   
 
iii) Covenant of Mayors 
 
Τhe Covenant of Mayors is a European initiative launched in 2008 to benefit 
municipalities around Europe. Since 2012 it has been expanded beyond the European 
countries. Many cities in Greece have taken the initiative to benefit from the Covenant 
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of Mayors. The Covenant of Mayors provides the resources and opportunities to the 
municipalities for achieving their targets about climate change mitigation and reduction 
of CO2 emissions [67]. According to the statistics provided on the online platform for 
Greece, 139 action plans have been submitted by municipalities so far to join the 
Covenant of Mayors, from which 92 have been accepted, 29 are under monitoring and 8 
are rejected. Figure 46 shows the increased interest by the municipalities in Greece to 
join the Covenant of Mayors [67].  
 
 
 
Figure 46 Action plans submission over time [67] 
 
iv) Ongoing schemes 
 
The legislative framework affects the strategic planning of financing mechanisms 
for the renovation of the public sector’s buildings. Currently, a national program called 
“ELEKTRA” is published in June 2019 from the government and is addressed to public 
buildings. The aim through this program is to contribute for the achievement of the 
national targets as obliged by L. 4342/2015 in articles 4 and 7 (transposition of article 5 
of 2012/27/EU) [68]. According to the official announcement, the funds of the program 
will come through investment loans from the Deposit and Loans Fund with contracts. 
The loans will be paid off from the “Public Investment Program”, which is under the 
Ministry of Environment and Energy [68].    
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3. Methodological approach  
 
This chapter describes a method to evaluate the energy saving potential and retrofit 
costs of public office buildings in Greece. The method uses as tool a typical office 
building, which represents a specific class among the building classification analyzed in 
section 2.2, and proposes a framework that is applicable in each building class. The 
office building is a virtual model and applies the typological characteristics of the class 
it belongs. Its characteristics are chosen according to the information and the statistical 
data collected for each class in order for the building model to be as representative as 
possible. Thus, the selected characteristics for the creation of the building model are 
those which most commonly found and affect the building’s energy performance. 
The method aims firstly, to investigate an optimal mix of energy efficiency 
measures, which are suitable for each class and climatic zone, and also its potential to 
reach the nZEB targets. Secondly, to generalize the results and obtain outcomes about 
the energy savings achievable in each class and the total costs required for the 
refurbishment. Lastly, it proposes how the energy upgrade can be funded. The software 
employed for the simulation analysis is the TEE KENAK, which is developed by the 
Technical Chamber of Greece and is based on European standards. This tool is used for 
the calculation of the building model’s energy performance and its energy classification 
and next, for the examination of the potential retrofitting measures. Figure 47 provides 
the framework of the methodology developed.    
 
 
                                          Figure 47 General framework of the methodological approach 
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This study focuses on the examination of one building class and one climatic zone. 
The determination of the class and the climatic zone for the building model’s study is 
based on the data collected. Specifically, the selected class is D (1960-1980) since it is 
identified as one of the most representative classes. Τhe majority of the office building 
stock lies in this class and it is also without insulation, which is a major fact to examine 
in terms of energy consumption and renovation cost. Moreover, climatic zone B is 
selected for the simulation analysis since the greatest percentage of the office area 
locates in Athens, which is the biggest urban center in climatic zone B, and constructed 
before 1980 as well.  
The methodology is based upon the analysis of the office building stock and its 
classification, which acts as an instrument for extracting building typologies. This 
approach helps obtain a clear view of the buildings’ energy performance and needs, thus 
suggest the proper renovation options. Therefore, the bottom-up approach proposed is to 
examine individually a representative building model with the aim to develop 
conclusions and policies for the whole building class and subsequently for the entire 
office building stock. The method is summarized in the following steps:  
1. Determination and description of the building model: identify the most 
influential characteristics and determine the model that represents all the 
buildings of the class. Next, describe the geometry, the typological 
characteristics as well as the envelope and electromechanical characteristics.  
2. Simulation analysis: gather the energy performance and technical characteristics 
of the building model and all the data required for the simulation in TEE 
KENAK.      
3. Energy efficiency measures - results: investigate an optimal mix of typical 
energy saving measures that are suitable for minimizing its energy consumption 
considering also the cost-effectiveness and obtain the simulation results.    
4. Generalization of the results: extend the results to extract conclusions and 
develop policies for the building class and climatic zone. 
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3.1 Determination and description of the building model  
 
The criteria for the determination of the building model are mainly the building 
form, the envelope characteristics and the electromechanical systems. According to the 
data collected for class D, most influential characteristics are the ones that describe 
most buildings of this period. Specifically, the construction materials are the reinforced 
concrete with brick walls, the building envelope is without insulation and the windows 
are sliding, single-glazed with aluminum frames. What is more, the model is a multi-
storey building with a typical linear geometry and displays the most representative 
typological features of that period (e.g. top floor and ground floor in recess, large 
consecutive windows) (Figures 48, 49). As for the electromechanical systems, the 
building model is simulated with an old central oil-fired system for space heating with 
radiators and uninsulated heat pipes. It has neither air-conditioning systems for space 
cooling nor mechanical ventilation. The lighting bulbs installed are incandescent. 
The building’s location is considered in Athens, climatic zone B. The exact position 
is regarded in the urban environment to approach the city’s conditions. The model is 
considered as a five-storey corner building included a ground floor in recess. The floor 
area is chosen to be around 200-300m2 representing the mean floor area based on 
Figure’s 12 data. Specifically, the dimensions are 17m length, 13m width and 3.50m 
floor to ceiling height, except the ground floor, which is 5,00m height. That is 221m2 
the floor area and 773.50m3 the floor volume. The ground floor is recessed up to 4.17m 
on the longest side, with a 150,16m2 floor area and 750.8m3 floor volume. The top floor 
apartment in recess has 113.7m2 floor area and 397.95m3 floor volume. So, the total 
building area is 926.86m2.  
What is more, the building is considered south oriented with an east façade in 
contact with the external air, while the west and north facades are considered in contact 
with adjacent buildings. Since its location is in a dense urban environment, shading 
factors from opposing buildings are taken into account. The window-to-wall ratio 
(WWR) for both sides is 50%, considering that the vertical structural components are 
visible on the facades and the windows have a sill up to 1.10m. They also have internal 
venetian blinds for sun protection. The floor plan has a typical layout with the offices 
organized in separated spaces along the facades (Figures 50,51). Table 7 summarizes all 
the characteristics of the building model. 
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                                                    Figure 48 3D depiction of the building model 
 
 
 
 
Figure 49 Main features of the building model 
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Figure 50 Ground floor (left) and typical floor plan (right) of a corner office building, Athens (1958) 
[32] 
 
 
Figure 51 Office arrangement in relation to the façade [32] 
 
Regarding the thermal zones, the Technical Directive provides specific criteria for 
their determination. In particular, the building is divided into more than one thermal 
zone when one of the following criteria is applied [20]: i) the desirable temperature 
exceeds 4 °C among the internal spaces, ii) the conditioned spaces are served by 
different heating or cooling systems, iii) internal spaces of different use have different 
design conditions (temperature, fresh air etc.), iv) there are internal spaces with high 
losses or gains compared to others and v) the mechanical ventilation system covers less 
than 80% of the floor area. In office buildings, the internal conditioned spaces are 
divided into the office rooms and the auxiliary spaces (corridors, bathrooms etc.), which 
do not have a greater temperature difference than 4°C. The examined building model is 
not subject to the rest criteria, thus it is simulated as one single thermal zone.  
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Assumptions 
Building class Class D 
Climatic zone, city B, Athens 
Location High density urban environment  
Number of floors 5 
Total building area 926.86m2 
Conditioned floor area 221m2 
Conditioned volume area 773.5m3 
Number of thermal zones 1 
Construction materials Reinforced concrete with brick masonry 
Thermal insulation No insulation 
Windows type Single glazed-aluminum frames 
WWR 50% 
Shading elements Internal venetian blinds 
Space heating system Central oil-fired with radiators 
Space cooling system No space cooling system 
Lighting type Incandescent bulbs 
Ventilation system Natural ventilation 
Office equipment use Heavy use 
Elevators 2 
                                      
                                                                Table 7 Assumptions for the building model 
 
3.2 Simulation analysis  
 
3.2.1 Overview of TEE KENAK 
 
TEE KENAK is a simulation program built from the Technical Chamber of Greece 
and serves for the publication of Energy Performance Certificates as obliged by the 
EPBD, that is the 5825/2010 (KENAK) in Greece. According to the primary energy 
consumption calculated, the building under study is classified among the nine energy 
classes as shown in Figure 52. Class G represents the worst energy performance, while 
class A+, the most optimal one. 
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The building studied is compared with a reference building, which is a building 
with the same geometry, use, profile and operation conditions with the building under 
study. Moreover, the reference building satisfies the minimum energy performance 
requirements according to KENAK. Thus, the program calculates the primary energy 
consumption of the reference building (K.A. in Figure 52), compares it with the 
building’s under study (E.A. in Figure 52) and determines the energy class, the latter 
falls [20].  
 
 
Figure 52 Energy classes according to the Technical Directive 
 
 
3.2.2 Climatic conditions (zone B) 
 
For climatic zone B, the heating period is from 1st of November through the 15th of 
April, while the cooling period is from 15th of May through the 15th of September 
according to the Technical Directive [20]. The climate and especially of Athens’ is 
characterized as temperate Mediterranean with mild winters and warm summers. Even 
in winters, the temperature remains at high levels given that the mean temperature in 
January is 8.7 °C. In summers, the temperature can reach high levels and the heatwaves 
last for a shorter time and exceed 40 °C [69]. The Hellenic National Meteorological 
Service provides data for the climatic conditions in Athens (Figures 53-55) [70]. 
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Figure 53 Monthly temperatures, Athens [70] 
 
 
 
Figure 54 Temperature fluctuations through the year, Athens [70] 
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Figure 55 Mean monthly humidity, Athens [70] 
 
 
3.2.3 Operating and internal conditions  
 
The Technical Directive published in 2017 has defined the typical operating 
conditions for each building use, such as the operation hours, operation period etc. and 
also the desirable internal conditions, such as the internal temperature, humidity etc. 
[20]. Tables 8, 9 summarize all the data required for office use from the Technical 
Directive. 
 
Operating conditions 
Operation hours 10 
Operation days a week 5 
Operation period in months 12 
 
Table 8 Operating conditions [20] 
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Desirable internal conditions 
Heating period temperature 20°C 
Cooling period temperature 26°C 
Relative humidity in heating period 35% 
Relative humidity in cooling period 45% 
Fresh air 3,00m3/h/m2 
Lightning level 500lx 
Minimum energy performance requirements power 14 W/m2 
 
Table 9 Desirable internal conditions [20] 
 
3.2.4 Thermal performance characteristics 
 
The U-values are collected from the Technical Directive. Τhe Directive provides the 
typical U-values of the envelope’s opaque components for buildings constructed before 
the introduction of the Regulation for the Insulation of the Buildings and separately for 
buildings constructed before the implementation of KENAK (2010) [20]. All the 
vertical components are coated with plaster in both sides and the floor slab is in contact 
with the underground floor, which is an unheated space. The U-values of the windows 
are given according to the material of the frames and the type of the panes. Thus, the U-
values are summarized in Table 10. 
Building element U- Value (W/m2K) 
Concrete component 3.40 
Brick wall 2.20  
Concrete component in contact with 
unheated space 
2.60 
Brick wall in contact with unheated space 1.85 
Roof slab 3.05 
Floor slab in contact with unheated space 2.00 
Floor slab on pilotis 2.75 
Window 6.00 
                                           
                                           Table 10 U-values of the building elements [20] 
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3.2.5 Technical characteristics 
 
The HVAC and lighting systems are determined according to the Technical 
Directive and data collected for typical office buildings. The parameters that should be 
determined for the heating system are the efficiencies of the generation units, the 
distribution system and the terminal units.  
The rated power of the oil-fired boiler is 230kW. The mean seasonal efficiency rate 
of the heat generation unit is given according to the KENAK by the following equation: 
nskΘ = ngm x ng0, where ngm is the real efficiency rate and ng0 is the coefficient of 
conversion in the seasonal efficiency rate. Provided that the unit is neither subject to the 
Regulation of the Ecological Design 811/2013 nor has an Energy Label, the real 
efficiency rate according to table 4.2β of the Technical Directive is ngm= 0,80. The ng0 
for a rated power equal to >100 & ≤400 is ng0= 0.91 based on the table 4.2γ hence 
nskΘ= 0.80 x 0.91 = 0.728.  
The efficiency rate of the distribution system is determined by the losses, which are 
dependent on a number of assumptions and given in table 4.11 of the Directive. The 
assumptions for the distribution system are the lack of insulation, the temperature of the 
medium to be ≥60°C, the pipes passing through internal spaces and the power of the 
distribution system falls between 20-100kW, thus the losses are 14 %, which means that 
the efficiency rate of the distribution system is 0.86.  
The efficiency rate of the terminal units is given by the following equation: Nem,t = 
nem/frad x fim x fhydr, where the nem is the emission efficiency of the terminal units 
and depends on the medium temperature, which is 70-90°C, and the type of the terminal 
unit, which is radiators with instant efficiency on the external wall. Thus, nem is equal 
to 0,89 according to table 4.12. The frad is the radiation factor and taken equal to 1,00 
when the height of the heated spaces in under 4m. The fim is the intermittent operation 
factor and is equal to 0,97 and the fhydr, the hydraulic balance factor, is equal to 1,03. 
Therefore, Nem,t= 0,891.  
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Technical characteristics of the heating system  
Heat generation unit 
Type of heating unit Oil boiler 
Rated power 230kW 
Efficiency rate 72.8% 
Distribution system 
Degree of insulation No insulation 
Transition area  Internal spaces 
Distributed power 23kW 
Efficiency rate 86% 
Terminal units 
Type of terminal units Radiators (instant efficiency to 
external walls) 
Efficiency rate 89.1% 
 
Table 11 Technical characteristics of the heating system 
 
 
The building model does not have a cooling system, thus according to the KENAK 
for office buildings, the cooling system is regarded a heat pump and the efficiency 
values introduced are SEER=2.2 for the unit, 0.95 for the distribution system, 0.93 for 
the terminal units, and 5W/m2 for the auxiliary units.  
For the lighting systems, the minimum required power is calculated based on the 
Technical Directive. For incandescent bulbs, the power density per 100lx is 
16.6W/m2/100lx according to table 5.1.a of the Technical Directive. Considering that 
the thermal zone’s area is 926.86m2 and the lighting level is 500lx for office use, the 
required power is 16.6W/m2/100lx·926.86m2·500lx=76.93kW.   
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3.2.6 Energy consumption results 
 
After the simulation in the TEE KENAK, the building model is classified in the 
energy class G, which means that it is a very energy intensive building. The primary 
energy consumption is 484.7kWh/m2, considering that for the reference building the 
primary energy consumption is calculated equal to 168.6kWh/m2. Figure 56 provides a 
comparison between the reference building and the building model under study 
regarding their heating and cooling energy consumption. Figure 57 provides the 
monthly energy consumption results for the building model’s existing situation. As it is 
clear, the heating energy consumption is very high compared to the cooling energy 
consumption, which is rather low due to the absence of the cooling system.   
 
Figure 56 Primary energy consumption: reference building vs existing situation 
 
Figure 57 Monthly energy consumption results for the existing situation 
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3.3 Energy efficiency measures (EEM) - Results 
 
The optimal package of energy efficiency measures (EEM) combines high energy 
performance and cost-effectiveness and is examined through the implementation of 
different scenarios. Both the upgrade of the building envelope and the 
electromechanical systems is examined. The optimal mix of EEM depends greatly on 
the climatic conditions, that is why the climatic zone is taken into account for the 
selection of all the measures applied. Due to the poor condition of the building 
envelope, the first scenario includes primarily measures for its improvement.   
 
 Maximum U-values (W/m2K) 
Building element Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D 
External roof  0,50 0,45 0,40 0,35 
External wall  0,60 0,50 0,45 0,40 
External floor  0,50 0,45 0,40 0,35 
Roof in contact with unconditioned 
space 
1,20 0,90 0,75 0,70 
Wall in contact with unconditioned 
space 
1,50 1,00 0,80 0,70 
Floor in contact with unconditioned 
space 
1,20 0,90 0,75 0,70 
External window 3,20 3,00 2,80 2,60 
                        
                Table 12 Maximum U-values according to the Technical Directive (2017) [20] 
 
 
1st scenario 
 
Windows replacement 
 
The first scenario examines the replacement of the windows, the application of 
insulation on the roof and the floor slab and the replacement of the lighting bulbs. Table 
12 gives the maximum thermal transmittances required by the legislation for each 
building element in each climatic zone. For climatic zone B, the maximum U-value for 
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the external windows is 3,00W/m2K. To improve the U-value of the whole window 
(UW), the Uf of the frames and the Ug for the glasses should be firstly considered.  
For the replacement of the single glazings, several typical solutions are provided, as 
already mentioned in section 2.3(i), to achieve a low thermal transmittance and ideal 
thermal comfort conditions. Considering the moderate climate of Athens, it is more 
suitable to choose double glazings despite triple ones to avoid overheating in summer. 
So, to ensure high energy performance, the single glazings are replaced with energy 
efficient double glazings of 4mm. The cavity between them is suggested 16mm and 
filled with argon instead of air because it is recommended for great transparent surfaces 
and office buildings. Thus, the Ug is 1.1 W/m2K.  
For the type of the frames, most typical solution is to choose between aluminum or 
PVC. Each material has its own advantages and both of them can achieve high energy 
efficiency. In this case though, it would be more suitable to select aluminum since it is 
more durable and recommended for non-residential buildings with great transparent 
surfaces. So, the frames proposed are made of aluminum frames with hinged panes. 
Specifically, the selected type is the Alumil Smartia M9660, which is suitable for warm 
climates like Athens’ and works as a retrofitting choice (Figure 58) [71]. The Uf of 
Smartia M9660 ranges from 1.8 to 2.50 W/m2K, and in combination with the energy 
efficient double glazings, the total Uw drops to 1.5 W/m2K [71].  
 
 
 
Figure 58 Alumil Smartia M9660 [63] 
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Roof and floor insulation 
In multi-storey buildings, the benefits through the insulation of the roof and the 
floor are limited. Specifically, in the building model examined, only the third and the 
top-floor are benefited from the roof insulation and the ground floor from the floor 
insulation. However, it is worthy to see what the roof and floor insulation combined 
with energy efficient windows can achieve in the reduction of the heating and cooling 
demand. As already discussed in section 2.3(i), the selection of the insulation material 
and its position depends on several factors. In this case, the application of the insulation 
is recommended on the outer surface of the slab as it is easier to apply, the thermal 
bridges can be reduced and the thermal storage mass is utilized as well (Figures 59, 60). 
What is more, for concrete slabs, polystyrene boards is a more suitable solution than 
fibrous materials. So, between XPS and EPS, the first one has a better energy 
performance for the roof insulation [42]. Therefore, the insulation material proposed is 
the extruded polystyrene (XPS) and specifically the FIBRANxps STAR, which is a 
composite system and consists of FIBRANxps ETICS GF panels and a coating of roof 
ceramic tiles (300x600x10mm) [72]. The XPS has low thermal conductivity, 
λ=0.025W/mK and other benefits like water absorption [46].  
As for the insulation thickness, 6cm is a proper option for climatic zone B to avoid 
overheating, considering also the high internal gains. Therefore, the thermal resistance 
of XPS for 6cm thickness is R= 1.81 m2K/W. The U-value of the roof slab is calculated 
on the Table 13 based on the thermal conductivity and thickness of each layer and 
results to U= 0.334 W/m2K. Accordingly, the XPS is applied on the downside of the 
floor slab and decreases the U-values from 2.00W/m2K to U= 0.324 W/m2K for the slab 
in contact with the unheated space and from 2.75 W/m2K to 0.338 W/m2K for the slab 
on pilotis (Table 14). 
 
                                                             Figure 59 Roof slab section 
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Roof slab layer 
 
Thickness  
d (m) 
Thermal 
conductivity  
λ (W/mK) 
Thermal 
resistance 
R=d/λ 
(m2K/W) 
External surface resistance - - 0.04 
Ceramic tiles 0.01 0.6 0.0167 
XPS 0.06 0.025 2.4 
Water proofing layer 0.02 0.17 0.118 
Concrete slope 0.1 0.93 0.108 
Reinforced concrete slab 0.15 1.5 0.10 
Plaster 0.02 0.18 0.111 
Internal surface resistance - - 0.10 
U-value = 1/ΣR = 1/3.027 = 0.334 W/m2K 
                                          
                                    Table 13 U-value calculation of the roof slab 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 60 Floor slab section 
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Floor slab layer 
 
Thickness  
d (m) 
Thermal 
conductivity  
λ (W/mK) 
Thermal 
resistance 
R=d/λ 
(m2K/W) 
Internal surface resistance - - 0.17 
Ceramic tiles 0.03 0.6 0.05 
Cement mortar 0.05 0.87 0.0574 
Reinforced concrete slab 0.15 1.5 0.10 
Vapour barrier  0.01 0.38 0.0263 
XPS 0.06 0.025 2.4 
Plaster 0.02 0.18 0.111 
External surface resistance - - 0.17 
U-value = 1/ΣR = 1/3.0847 = 0.324 W/m2K 
  
Table 14 U-value calculation of the floor slab 
 
Lighting bulbs replacement 
The replacement of the incandescent lighting bulbs with energy and cost saving 
bulbs is important for reducing the electricity energy consumption and an economic 
solution as well. So, the LED lights, as already discussed in section 2.3 (ii), are a 
suitable option. The power density per 100lx is 2,5W/m2/100lx according to table 5.1.a 
of the Technical Directive. Thus, the required power is 
2.5W/m2/100lx·926.86m2·500lx=11.585kW. 
 
Simulation results 
After the application of the measures analyzed above, the building model is 
classified in the energy class B, which means that the energy efficiency of the building 
model has been substantially improved. The primary energy consumption is reduced to 
161.5kWh/m2. Figure 61 shows the individual reductions in the heating and cooling 
capacity. Specifically, the heating energy savings are up to 70.7%, while the cooling 
energy savings are up to 78.5%. The monthly results (Figure 62) also show a 
remarkable reduction in the heating period. What is more, the total energy savings 
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achievable are up to 66.7%, while the reduction of CO2 emissions reaches the 76.4%. 
The electrical energy consumption is also reduced to 76.1%.  
 
            
Figure 61 Primary energy consumption: existing situation vs scenario 1 
 
 
 
Figure 62 Monthly energy consumption results: existing situation vs scenario 1 
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2nd scenario 
 
External walls insulation 
 
 The second scenario includes the measures of scenario 1 and additionally the 
insulation of the external walls and the improvement of the HVAC system. After the 
analysis in section 2.3 (i), the application of the insulation is proposed on the external 
surface of the walls. This is because in climate zone B, the cooling needs are higher, so 
the utilization of the thermal mass during the warm months is a good strategy for offices 
to alleviate the cooling load during the working hours. What is more the thermal bridges 
are minimized, so the heat losses can be substantially reduced. The thickness of the 
layer is 6cm for the same reasons applied on the slabs (Figure 63). For external 
applications, organic materials, XPS or EPS, are mostly recommended for the 
insulation. Therefore, the insulation material selected is the FIBRANxps ETICS GF, 
which is suitable for external application on walls with plaster coating. The U-value of 
the brick wall is substantially reduced from 2.2 to 0.329 W/m2K (Table 15). Similarly, 
the U-value of the reinforced concrete components is reduced from 3.4 to 0.327 
W/m2K.    
 
 
                                                      Figure 63 External wall section 
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External masonry layer 
 
Thickness 
d (m) 
Thermal 
conductivity λ 
(W/mK) 
Thermal 
resistance 
R=d/λ(m2K/W) 
External surface resistance - - 0.04 
External plaster 0.02 0.18 0.111 
XPS 0.06 0.025 2.4 
Brick wall 0.19 0.77 0.247 
Internal plaster 0.02 0.18 0.111 
Internal surface resistance - - 0.13 
U-value = 1/ΣR = 1/3.039= 0.329 W/m2K 
                                   
                              Table 15 U-value calculation of the external brick wall 
 
HVAC system  
The existing heating system has old electromechanical equipment, so it is suggested 
a total replacement of the unit, the distribution system and the terminal units. For the 
heating and cooling systems’ location, there are two typical options, local or central. 
One typical solution would be to replace the oil boiler with an energy-efficient oil or 
natural gas boiler for the heating period and install efficient split-air conditioning units 
for the cooling period. Taking into account the existing situation though, that is the 
absence of split air-conditioning units and the old heating equipment, it would be an 
effective solution the installation of a central system which serves both the heating and 
cooling needs. This can be implemented with different solutions, such as for example 
new boiler with fan coils and air-to-air or air-to-water heat pumps with fan coils. 
Geothermal heat pumps are not considered in this case since there is no available space 
in the current conditions. Thus, given the mild climatic conditions it is suggested the 
installation of an air-to-water heat pump.  
After a research in the market, a suitable and efficient option for office and 
commercial use is the Daikin VRV IV system, which provides a wide range of options 
[73]. Taking into account the characteristics of the building under study, the selected 
item has a nominal cooling and heating capacity of 28kW and 16kW respectively. It can 
be connected with up to 64 terminal units and provides a high seasonal efficiency due to 
its Variable Refrigerant Temperature technology [73]. According to the manufacturer, 
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this technology has the ability to adjust the system in order to meet the buildings’ and 
climate’s requirements [73]. The COP is 4 and the EER is 5.5. What is more, the 
terminal units that replace the radiators are floor standing fan coils, which is one of the 
most economical options.   
 
Simulation results 
After the application of the measures, the building model is classified in the energy 
class A+. The primary energy consumption is further reduced to 117.5kWh/m2, which is 
translated into a 75.8% energy savings achievable. Specifically, the heating energy 
savings reaches 78.9%, while the cooling energy savings reaches the 79.9% compared 
to the existing situation. Figure 64 provides a comparison between the existing 
situation, scenario 1 and scenario 2 and Figure 65 presents the monthly results.  
 
 
 
Figure 64 Primary energy consumption comparison  
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Figure 65 Monthly primary energy consumption, scenario 2 
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Table 16 Optimal package of EEM for Building class D - Climatic zone B 
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   Floors insulation 55 10,150 
   Roof insulation 48 10,608 
Lighting bulbs replacement 5.00 750,00 
External walls insulation 55 15,272 
HVAC system  30,150 
   Unit  9,400 
   Automatic control devices 150 750,00 
   Fan coils 400 20,000 
Total cost  170,000 
 
                                                      Table 17 Total cost calculation of the renovation package 
 
 
3.4 Generalization of the results  
 
Finding the measures that are more suitable for a representative building model, it is 
a practical method to extract policies for the whole building class and each climatic 
zone, as long as the statistical data are sufficient to come to conclusions. In particular, it 
is a method to examine how much energy savings and reduction of CO2 emissions can 
be achieved by renovating the buildings of a whole building class, how much funds are 
required, what financing mechanisms are suitable and how they should be planned to 
cover the retrofits. Therefore, these findings can be further generalized and obtain 
conclusions for the whole office building stock, by applying the methodology in each 
building class and for all the climatic zones.  
The statistics for public office buildings are very limited. Class D is a representative 
building class since the majority of the office building stock lies in this class. However, 
the statistical data available does not allow to know how many public office buildings 
are built from 1956 to 1980, in which climatic zone locate and what floor area they 
have. For the total office building stock, there are more statistics available. Thus, the 
methodology will be implemented considering all the data available and by making 
specific assumptions in order to find out the least total cost of applying the renovation 
package in all the buildings of climatic zone B, constructed before 1980, since there are 
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not individual statistics for class D and also all the buildings before 1980 have similar 
energy performance. 
The data available for the total office building stock are the following: the floor area 
of the total office building stock is approximately 26.2million m2 from which the 57% 
locates in climatic zone B [15]. This is translated into a 14.934million m2 in zone B.  
Also, 37% of the floor area of the total office building stock is dated before 1980 [15]. 
This is translated into a 9.694million m2 built before 1980. The only available data for 
public office buildings is that their floor area is 4,709,200m2. This means that the floor 
area of public office buildings represents the 17.97% out of the total.  
The assumption is that all the office buildings constructed before 1980 are evenly 
distributed in the territory, which is not a real scenario since most floor area locates in 
Athens, that’s why the result will conclude the least total cost of a large-scale 
renovation. So, the following findings are obtained:  
▪ The floor area of public office buildings in climatic zone B is:  
17.97% x 14.934million m2 = 2.68million m2.  
▪ The floor area of public office buildings in Greece built before 1980 is: 
17.97% x 9.694million m2 = 1.74million m2. 
By implementing the rule of three, the floor area of public office buildings that are 
built before 1980 and locate in climatic zone B is 990,231m2. Bearing in mind the 
package renovation cost (Table 17) and the floor area of the building model examined, 
the cost per floor area is 170,000€/926.86m2 =183.41€/m2. Therefore, if the renovation 
package is implemented in all the buildings constructed before 1980 in the climatic zone 
B, the least total cost is 990,231m2 x 183.41€/m2 = 181.62million €. This is a quite high 
amount and requires a large-scale financing scheme to cover the retrofit, considering 
that for the “Eksoikonomo I”, the cost spent for the buildings was only 16.23million € 
[66]. Adding also a cost for RES integration, which is not taken into account in this 
study, the amount further increases.   
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4. Discussion and Conclusions  
 
Public office buildings are energy-intensive buildings with a great influence on the 
municipalities and the territory in general. This is the main reason why the European 
legislative framework has set specific requirements for the public sector. In Greece, the 
European regulations are adopted with time delay and are satisfied quite slowly since 
various barriers come up, such as governmental and financial issues. The lack of energy 
management in existing public office buildings, despite the requirement of the 
designation of an energy manager in Δ6/Β/14826/2008 law, is also an obstacle that 
makes difficult the application of retrofitting policies and financing mechanisms.     
The main objective of this study is to develop a methodology, which can be applied 
in a stock of buildings with the same use, but different characteristics, in order to 
examine proper packages of retrofitting measures in the four climatic conditions. Thus, 
the first concern is the classification of the public office building stock as a basic tool 
for the identification of the buildings’ characteristics and subsequently the 
determination of representative typologies for each building class. So, the study is based 
on the creation of virtual buildings according to collected information and statistical 
data, rather than the selection of real buildings to represent the building classes. This is 
because, the application of the most influential characteristics is an effective method to 
build a model, as representative as possible.  
The determinant for the building classification is the period of construction, since 
each period is related to specific construction regulations and technologies and 
facilitates to understand the buildings’ energy performance. At this point, it is worth 
mentioning that each class may extract more than one building models, depending on 
the different typologies. For example, for the building class A, more than one typology 
can be extracted, despite the fact that their energy behavior is similar. This is because 
there is one type of building that look like a mansion with sloped tiled-roof and another 
type with more compact form with flat roof.  
Moreover, it is true that the statistical data for the Hellenic public office building 
stock is not enough to extract accurately the most representative building typologies. 
There is also lack of an official recording for the public office buildings, so it is not an 
easy task to examine every single building without any backup information and draw 
accurate conclusions for each building class. These are the reasons why the building 
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class selected to apply the methodology is the class D, since more data are available for 
this period with the majority of the office building stock lying in this class. So, it 
required less effort to identify the most influential characteristics and extract one 
representative building typology. There could be some variations though on the facade 
characteristics of the building model, such as continuous transparent surfaces instead of 
consecutive windows and prefabricated metal wall panels instead of brick windowsills, 
however the main typological features are the same for the majority of the buildings 
(e.g. top-floor in recess and loggia).      
Furthermore, the building model is a very energy intensive building, as it was 
expected to be. The primary energy consumption is calculated equal to 484.7kWh/m2, 
which is a lot higher than the average total primary energy consumption for public 
office buildings, that is 364.45 kWh/m2 given by the Ministry of Environment and 
Energy. This high primary energy consumption has to do with the building age and all 
the characteristics that involves (e.g. high U-values, low HVAC efficiency). Hence the 
building age plays a very important role to consider before examining the renovation 
options.  
Moreover, the examination of the refurbishment measures is strongly dependent not 
only on the building typology and the building age, but also the climatic zone and what 
the legislation requires. It is already understood that there is a variety of typical 
retrofitting measures to achieve energy savings and reach the nZEB targets, but the 
purpose is to select the most optimal ones considering the above parameters. So, the 
selected measures for the building class D and climatic zone B are carefully examined 
and represent an optimal package achieving up to 75.8% energy savings. What is more, 
the cost per floor area is 183.41€/m2 for 367.2kWh/m2 savings.    
The first scenario shows that the windows’ replacement and the insulation of the 
slabs reduce the heating and cooling energy 70.7% and 78.5% respectively, which are 
very satisfying results and advance the building from the energy class G to B. By 
adding the walls’ insulation and a new energy efficient HVAC system, the simulation 
results show that the building model reaches the energy class A+, which represents the 
most optimal energy efficiency. This means that the building can be characterized as 
nZEB, despite the fact that the integration of RES is not examined in this study. Other 
typical measures that are not examined and can further increase the energy savings is 
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the integration of optimal shading systems on the facades. The installation of BMS is 
also substantial for office buildings to manage the energy demand.   
What is more, the generalization of the results can lead to interesting conclusions 
and help develop policies for the planning of retrofitting strategies and funding 
schemes. The total cost of the renovation is 170,000€. The statistics available were not 
enough to extract accurate results hence specific assumptions are made. The result is if 
the renovation package applied in all the buildings constructed before 1980 in climatic 
zone B, the least total cost required is 181.62million €. In the same way, more outcomes 
can be obtained about the benefits of such a large-scale renovation in the environment 
and also the cost savings achievable in the long-term.  
It is true that the renovation of public office buildings requires a great fund from the 
state, that’s why the planning of funding schemes is of major importance. The ESCOs is 
a well-planned mechanism for upgrading the public buildings, however there is still not 
a real-case implementation to evaluate in Greece. It is also true that the government tries 
to catch up with the legislation’s requirements, seeing the announcement of the 
ELECTRA funding scheme, but the primary concern should be firstly to deal with the 
barriers in public sector’s buildings.  
All things considered, the renovation of public office buildings, except from great 
budget, it also requires a method to effectively evaluate the building stock and meet 
their requirements for achieving high energy efficiency. For this reason, the building 
classification is a practical tool for examining their existing situation. Therefore, the 
methodology this dissertation develops acts as a guideline to examine optimal packages 
of refurbishment measures and through this bottom-up approach, plan strategies for 
large-scale retrofits.   
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Nomenclature 
 
EED: Energy Efficiency Directive 
EPBD: Energy Performance of Buildings Directive 
nZEB: nearly Zero Energy Buildings 
ESCO: Energy Services Company 
HVAC: Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
RES: Renewable Energy Sources 
U-Value: Thermal Transmittance 
EPC: 1. Energy Performance Certificate 
         2. Energy Performance Contracting 
DHW: Domestic Hot Water 
NSRF: National Strategic Reference Framework 
BMS: Building Management System 
XPS: Extruded Polystyrene  
EPS: Expanded Polystyrene 
LED: Light Emitted Diode 
BIPV: Building Integrated Photovoltaics 
AIDA: Affirmative Integrated Energy Design Action  
CRES: Center for Renewable Energy Sources  
WWR: Window-to-Wall Ratio 
nskΘ: mean seasonal efficiency rate of the heat generation unit 
ngm:  real efficiency rate  
ng0: coefficient of conversion in the seasonal efficiency rate 
Nem,t: efficiency rate of the terminal units 
nem: emission efficiency of the terminal units 
frad: radiation factor 
fim: intermittent operation factor 
fhydr: hydraulic balance factor 
SEER: Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio 
EEM: Energy Efficiency Measures 
UW: thermal transmittance of the window  
Uf : thermal transmittance of the frames  
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Ug: thermal transmittance of the glazings 
ETICS: External Thermal Insulation Composite System 
λ: thermal conductivity 
R: thermal resistance 
COP: Coefficient of Performance 
 
